New Soccer Field Construction Kicks Off

Now that the Nicholas Cecchetti Baseball Field project is complete—and ready for what promises to be a great season for new head baseball coach Reed Peters and the Mustangs—it’s time to gear up for another project. The renovation of our baseball field was just one of several undertakings included in what is known as the PERA Specific Plan. Next on the list is the construction of a regulation natural turf soccer field in what is now the Budd 2 parking lot. Work has already begun and will transform the Southwest corner of the college into a fairly active construction zone.

Relocating the soccer field to Budd 2 will improve access, create a more suitable playing surface and create space for the next phase of the PERA Specific Plan. Future improvements in store for the athletic facilities include renovating and expanding the softball stadium and moving the throwing sports of shot put, javelin, discus and hammer throw closer to the track. The impending changes will allow Delta to host comprehensive track and field competitions in the future. These projects and others will be discussed in more detail in upcoming issues of e-bulletin so stay tuned.

Go with the Flow - Keep up with traffic changes

While vehicle traffic will remain unaffected for the duration of this project, some pedestrian access will be affected. The footpath from the Southwest corner of campus to the interior will be fenced off in the areas where it parallels the construction site (note shaded area on map).

We Want to Hear from YOU

Open communication within our campus community is key to a productive and enjoyable environment. In order to ensure we are providing information others find valuable, we want to hear from you. To that end, if you have any suggestions, concerns or comments regarding this, or any other issue of e-bulletin, please feel free to e-mail me at greggreenwood@deltacollege.edu or contact me by phone at 954-5054.

Greg Greenwood, Acting Public Information Officer